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abstraction
in HPN, 106
in language acquisition, 5, 31
neural basis of, 89

activation, see trace activation
activation function, 64
addressor system, see switchboard con-

struction
All-Fragments Grammar, 159
analogical inference

in language learning, 164–169
artificial language learning, 165
attach operation, 44, 144
attention

in serial binding, 23
automaton, 42

back-off smoothing, 130
Bayesian Model Merging, 16, 56

and HPN, 187
beam search, 148
binarization, see Markovization
binding

by synchrony, 22
conjunctive, 21, 71
contour binding, 21
dynamic

in HPN, 98, 113–116
in syntax, 90–91
in vision, 22

of episodic memories, 173
fillers to roles, 69, 70
serial binding, 22, 184
with tensor product, 70

binding neuron, 138
binding probability, see HPN, bind-

ing probability
binding problem

in language, 20, 90
in vision, 21
massiveness of, 4, 71, 184

bottom-up network, see countercur-
rent systems

catastrophic interference, 176
categorization

in HPN, 106–181
in language, 59

category
gradedness of, 59–61
prototypical, 59
syntactic, 40

chart parsing, 52
left corner, see parsing, Left Cor-

ner Chart Parsing
Chomsky hierarchy, 42–44

and systematicity, 78–83
place of natural language in, 43

chunk operator, 17, 57
Clinton cell, see grandmother cells
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cognitive map, see relational network
column, see cortical column
common history, 128

updating, 150
complementary learning systems frame-

work, 176
complete state, 53, 140
complex cells, 13
complex unit, see treelet
compressor node, see HPN, compres-

sor node
conceptual pole, see also cortical col-

umn
connectionism, 4, 64
connectionist constraint, 68

violation of, 70, 71
connectionist networks

distributed, 86, 89
localist, 26
recurrent, 72

constituent, 40
constituent structure, 66

encoding in SRN, 198
constructicon, 5, 61

implementation in HPN, 181
construction, 5, 29
construction grammar, 5, 36, 61

and HPN, 182
content addressability, 123

in Episodic Grammar, 137
context

structural and lexical, 48, 111
context dependence

in syntax, 48
of episodic memory, 30

context free grammar, see grammar,
context free

context invariant
criterion, see systematicity, con-

text invariance criterion for
operations, 25

cortex
computation in the, 12

prediction in the, 12
cortical column, 13
countercurrent systems, 28, 90

Data Oriented Parsing, 49, 135
relation to Episodic Grammar, 136

declarative memory, 30
derivation

in Episodic Grammar, 125
in HPN, 101
left corner, 48
left-most, 41

dynamic binding, see binding, dynamic
dynamic programming, 52

Earley parser, 52–54, 140
elementary tree, 49
EM algorithm, see Expectation Max-

imization Algorithm
encapsulation

in HPN, 109
in neural networks, 88
in the brain, 16

Episodic Grammar, 123–126
episodic left corner chart parser, see

parsing, episodic Left Corner
Parsing

episodic left corner grammar, see Left
Corner Shifting Grammar, episodic

episodic memory, 30
decontextualization of, 33, 172
properties of, 122
retrieval

in Episodic Grammar, 125
episodic shortest derivation parser, 154
episodic-HPN, 169–171
estimation

maximum likelihood, 46
relative frequency, 46

Expectation Maximization Algorithm,
55

F-score, 47
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feedforward network, see multi-layer
perceptron

finite state automaton, 42
formal grammar, 40
forward probability, 54

in left corner parsing, 142

generalization
in SRN, 200
inductive bias for, 77–78

generative power
of formal grammars, 42

Gestalt laws of perception, 85
goal state, 140
Goodman Reduction, 159
graded categories, 59–60

and topology, 27
in HPN, 97

grammar
context free, 41
context sensitive, 42
generative, 58
phrase structure, 41
probabilistic context free, 45
regular, 42
rewriting, 40
Tree Substitution, see Tree Sub-

stitution Grammar
Usage Based, see Usage Based Gram-

mar
grammar induction, unsupervised, 55–

58
grandmother cells, 13
grounded semantics, 37

hidden unit, 65
Hierarchical Prediction Network (HPN),

95–119
hippocampus, 32

as a switchboard, 174
as fast learning system, 176
replay by the, 32
role in episodic-HPN, 172

HPN
binding probability, 99
compressor node, 97

neural correlate, 117
conversion from CFG, 99, 205–

206
input node, 97
node state, 103, 116
path connector, 101, 104
slot, 97
stack implementation, 101
substitution space, 97, 113

as relational network, 174

implicit knowledge, 66
of constituent structure, 199
of word categories, 196

independence assumptions, 45, 88
inductive bias, see generalization, in-

ductive bias for
inner probability, 54

in left corner parsing, 142
input node, see HPN, input node
Inside Outside algorithm, 56, 185
invariants

in HPN, 109
versus variables, 89, 183

Kohonen network, 26

labeled precision, 47
labeled recall, 47
language model, 48

in episodic-HPN, 171
learning

associative versus discriminative,
83

from analogy, 78, see also ana-
logical inference, in language
learning, 165

in episodic-HPN, 171
in HPN, 104–105
locality of, 86

Left Corner Shifting Grammar, 141
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episodic, 126
probabilistic, 141

left span index, 141
lexicalization, 48

Markovization
horizontal and vertical, 49
in Episodic Grammar, 130

McCulloch-Pitts neuron, 64
meaning

local versus global scope, 68
memory

episodic, see episodic memory
semantic, see semantic memory
short-term, 25, 116

memory consolidation, 32, 34, 164
connectionist models of, 175–177
in episodic-HPN, 172
in language acquisition, 164–167

Memory Prediction Framework, 11–
16, 89, 113

memory space, see relational network
merge operator, 17, 57
Minimum Description Length

principle of, 58, 167
multi-layer perceptron, 65
multi-word constructions, see construc-

tion
multiple trace model, 176

name cells, 16, 89, 113
navigational map, 33
neural assembly

syntactic, 17
neural blackboard, 71
neural networks, see connectionist net-

works
nonterminal, 40

object recognition
fragment-based, 19
in the brain, 18

orientation column, 13

paradigmatic process, 17
parent annotation, 49
parse tree, 40, 44

in HPN, 101
parser, see parsing, 44
PARSEVAL metric, 46
parsing, 18

bottom-up, 44
episodic Left Corner Parsing, 149
history based, 49, 136
in episodic-HPN, 170
Left Corner Chart Parsing, 142
Left Corner Parsing, 18, 44

in HPN, 103, 203
probabilistic, 47

top-down, 44
visual parsing, 19
with shortest derivation, 154

path connector, see HPN, path con-
nector

PCFG, see grammar, probabilistic con-
text free

Penn Treebank corpus, 46
perceptual pole, see also cortical col-

umn
phrase structure

encoding in SRN, 198
grammars, 2
tree, see parse tree

place cells, 33
pointer

implementation in HPN, 98
implementation in the brain, 89

Pollack, P., 69
prediction, see cortex, prediction in

the
prefix probability, 55

in left corner parsing, 145
priming, 33

in Episodic Grammar, 125
prioritized queue, 148
problem of two, 4, 184
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productivity of language, 65, see also
systematicity

project operation, 44, 143

RAAM, 69
and HPN, 110

Radical Construction Grammar, 5, see
also construction grammar, 60,
61

recurrent neural networks, see con-
nectionist networks, recurrent

recursion, 23
leaky, 79

Recursive Auto-Associative Memory,
see RAAM

recursive systematicity, 77
of context free grammars, 81
of HPN, 110
of SRN, 84

register, 93, 161
register state, 127
reinstatement hypothesis of episodic

memory retrieval, 32, 126
relational network, 33

and substitution space, 174
representational power, see also gen-

erative power
of HPN, 99, 205
of recurrent neural networks, 72

reranking, 131
rewrite rule, 2, 40
right span index, 141

scanned state, 145
Self-Organizing Map, see Kohonen net-

work
semantic memory, 30

and HPN, 122
semantics, 36–38
shift

operation, 44, 145
probability, 142
rule, 141

space, 171
treelet, 127

short-term memory, see memory, lo-
cal short-term

shortest derivation
as simplicity bias, 168
parse, 152
reranking with, 135

Shortest Derivation Length (SDL), 152
Simple Recurrent Network, 73, 83, 195–

202
simplicity bias, 167
Simplicity-DOP, 161
slot

in construction, 29, 31
in HPN, 97

smoothing
in Episodic Grammar, 129

stack
and working memory, 116
in HPN, see HPN, stack imple-

mentation
standard consolidation model, 176
starred nonterminal, 127
state

in HPN, see HPN, node state
in left corner parsing, 140
of automaton, 42
of Earley parser, 52

string probability, 54
strong systematicity, 75

of context free grammars, 80
of SRN, 84, 196

structure
ambiguity of, 45
dependence of, 66
in language, 37

structure bias, 78
of formal grammars, 79
of the SRN, 83

substitutability (HPN), 98
substitution, 24

neural correlate of, 24
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substitution space, see HPN, substi-
tution space

surprisal theory, 190
switchboard construction, 91

neural implementation, 113
role of hippocampus, 174

symbol, 68
synaptic tagging and capture hypoth-

esis, 174
syntagmatic process, 17
syntax, 66

and systematicity, 83
neural theory of, 35–36

systematicity
and the Chomsky hierarchy, 78–

83
concise criteria, 76
context invariance criterion for, 76

applied to HPN, 109
applied to SRN, 85

Hadley’s criteria for evaluating,
75

of connectionist networks, 74
of language, 66

tag, 24, see also tagging system
tagging system, 115, see also binding,

dynamic, in syntax
tensor product, see binding, tensor

product
terminal, 40
tie-breaking, 170
top-down network, see countercurrent

systems
top-down prediction, see cortex, pre-

diction in the
topographic map, see topology
topological self-organization, 26

experiment in HPN, 107
in switchboard, 92

topology, 13
in language acquisition, 61
virtual syntactic, 91

trace
in Episodic Grammar, 123
of episodic memory, 122

trace activation, 128
transition cost, 152
Tree Substitution Grammar, 49
treebank, 46
treelet, 93

state, 150
type, 150

U-DOP, 168, 188
Universal Grammar, 59
Usage Based Grammar, 5, 60

and HPN, 181

variable
binding, see binding, fillers to roles
operations, 3, 66
representation in neural networks,

3, 183
ventral pathway, 12
verb islands, 60, see also Usage Based

Grammar
visual hierarchy, 12
Viterbi parse, 55

in Episodic Grammar, 143
Viterbi predecessor state, 55
Viterbi probability, 55, 143

weak systematicity, 75
winner-take-all effect, 26
word prediction task, 74, 195
working memory, 25, 116




